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PROBLEM, AIM AND 
IMPORTANCE



Political and socio-cultural issues of 
Southeast Asian countries, especially of 
Thailand and Myanmar where people 
are suffering from the abuse of military 
authorities

Problems



- Use films to establish an 
understanding toward SEA people 
and socio-political context

- Empower artists who work in 
promoting the human rights 
movement, fighting for the freedom 
of expression in SEA

Goals



ACTIVITIES 
IMPLEMENTED



Activities



Task organization

Trello: Our task management tool Wednesday weekly meeting



Planning
- Plan the schedule

- Team meet up

- Study Burmese and Thai 

Political and 

socio-cultural context

- Themes discussion, 

watch movies and 

decide the film list.



Event Preparation

Poster Email to directors Marketing content Website design



Event Promotion

Poster Website and Fienta Social media and Newsletter



Day of Event



Day of Event



RESEARCH BASE AND 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
APPROACH



- Asian Cinema Education 
website as a guideline

- Online SEA films promoting eg. 
SEAFIC

- Film review websites eg. IMDB 
and MUBI

Research sources
- Political and social context in SEA

- Method of film studies in order to 
analyze the film

- Marketing and market analysis

- Technical skills 

Interdisciplinarity



PROJECT RESULTS 



Thailand Focus
(20th July)

Participations

Myanmar Focus
(27th July)

33 39



Satisfactions feedback



Participant’s reflection
- “Now I can see the struggles and the actual issues going on there, not only the 

beautiful scenery of the countries. It definitely expanded my view of the world.”

- “I wonder how Estonia can learn about this experience in how it deals with the 
Russian speaking first population and Ukrainian refugees coming in.”

- “I gained new knowledge and respect towards people trying and providing 
education.”

- “Found myself very inspired by both the film and the discussion”



CONCLUSIONS



“Although all the participants are from 
different countries and cultures, they 
talk to each other and exchange their 
experiences to learn and understand 
each other.

It is films that create a space where we 
can share, understand, and feel empathy 
to each other beyond all boundaries of 
nations, cultures, races, and gender.”



     
      THANK 

YOU FOR 
LISTENING

         


